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I. Installation
A. Place the Mob Drums (MOB) disc in the CD slot of your computer and select
the Install file.
B. Follow the prompts from the installation process.
C. Your software comes with an Activation Number on the disc sleeve. When
prompted for an Activation Number, enter this number into the appropriate
space. If you are not connected to the Internet, select the Phone tab and you
will be provided with a key to open your software via telephone connection.
Once installed, do not check ‘Launch Mob Drums’ unless you are familiar with its operation.

II. Before Opening the Application
A. Before opening MOB, check your system for ASIO audio cards. If you’re not
sure of this, we strongly recommend that you download the latest version of
ASIO4ALL from www.ASIO4all.com (it’s a free download). This will assist you
in getting immediate responses from the drum pads.
B. Before opening MOB, be sure that two (2) mice are plugged in to your computer.
Both PS2 and USB mice are supported. As most computers have only one PS2
port, the two likely combinations of mice are: (a) one PS2 and one USB mouse
with the PS2 used as the ‘right hand’ or ‘primary’ mouse; or (b) two USB mice.
Note: When one user is using two mice on a single computer, it is natural for the user to
move both mice at the same time. Most of the time, this will not cause a conflict, but
occasionally Windows is unable to process the data. (This will never happen within
MOB, as the application is uniquely capable of handling these devices.) When there is
a conflict outside of the application, the cursor may ‘disappear’ to the edges of the
desktop. The cure for this is to simply lift one of the mice and move the other.

III. Opening Mob Drums
A. When opening MOB, be conscious of moving your right hand first. This will
associate that device with the white cursor and automatically assign the second
cursor to the other mouse.
B. Left-handed users may choose to move their left hand first to associate the left
hand with the white cursor. However, many left-handed users are more
comfortable with the standard right-handed configuration.
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IV. Performance
MOB comes with many unique performance features:
A.

Drag and Play
MOB isn’t square just because it looks cool. This geometric configuration of the
drums allows them to be contiguous (connected). The drag-and-play feature
allows the user to move either hand (cursor) over the drums, triggering them as
the drum boundaries are crossed. This enables double-kick performances by
simply moving one cursor up and down in the bottom area of the kick drum. It
also enables percussion patterns by moving the hands back-and-forth or up-anddown between, for example, conga and timbale samples...and, of course, it
enables lightning-fast drum fills. A single mouse can move back and forth
between the kick and snare and create a pattern...and so on.

.

B.

Two-Handed Play
The application allows the player to simultaneously use two hands on the
screen...just as they’re used in ‘real life’.
Some tips regarding two-handed play:
 Start by placing the right hand on the kick drum and the left hand on
the snare, immediately to the left. Don’t hit the mouse buttons too
hard...MOB is very sensitive. Practice NOT moving the mice...you
can go crazy later. Play simple patterns and get the feel of this new
world.
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 Experiment with drag and play. Sure, you’ll go nuts at first...then try
the percussion and double kick examples cited above.
C. Simultaneous Sounds
Most drummers add a kick drum to a cymbal crash. Place the left hand on the
kick drum and the right hand on the cymbal and play them simultaneously. All
pads can be played simultaneously.
Try favoring your dominant hand (your right hand if you’re right-handed). This
may lead to hand crossing. Example: the right hand might play an open to
closed high-hat pattern (to the left of the kick drum) while the left hand pumps out
a four-in-the-floor straight pattern on the kick, to the right.
D. Sample Triggering
MOB is also a sample player. Wave and mp3 samples may be loaded
individually into each drum pad by right-clicking (or left–clicking with the left
mouse, collectively known as ‘outside clicking’) either mouse over the desired
drum pad (see below). MOB comes with a sample library, and sounds and
samples are regularly added to the website. The application easily plays and
mixes both MIDI and audio files simultaneously.
E. Using MOB as a Jam Box
PADS: An entire song can be loaded onto a drum pad. Once that pad is played
(touched), the two hands are free to play along on the remaining pads. By starting
the recórd process in advance from the transport at the top of the application, all
of this can be recorded for future playback.
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(Below: sample to PAD loading, for standard or Jam Box playing)

V. Transport: Metronome, Record, Playback
Transport Functions:
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The Transport Area (page below) is active in all versions of MOB.
 When the RECORD button is selected, the name wave box will
appear, and recording will begin as soon as the file is named
 RECORD (and PLAY) are stopped when the STOP button is
selected
 PLAY will automatically play back the recorded file
 TOP rewinds the file to the beginning
 REWIND steps the recorded sound backward in increments
 FAST FORWARD steps the sound forward in increments
 CLICK / START-STOP starts and stops the click. The click tempo
(Metronome) and volume settings may be adjusted on the
Properties/MIDI page
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TRANSPORT AREA

VI. The Sounds and Properties of Mob Drums
MOB interacts with sound files, sound cards, and sound modules in the following ways:
A. When first opened, MOB will seek sound drivers in the order of fastest
response: ASIO, Direct Sound, then MME, and will load the default wave-based
Drum Kit. The samples are ready to play.
B. MOB recognizes Windows MME and WDM, as well as ASIO-based cards. ASIO
cards are often chosen for their low latency (quick response), and many computer
users currently run multiple sound cards. ASIO4all is our suggested solution for
users that do not have ASIO sound cards.
C. Recording MOB will record any sounds or performances created by the sample player. This
means that the user can listen to an audio track and play along, recording the
performance, then take the wave file created by the record function (operated
from the transport controls at the top of the application, above) and edit it in any
number of sound editors. It also means that the drums triggered by an external
device or module can be recorded, thus gaining the quantized attributes of the
external device.
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All of the sound and performance features of MOB are located in the Properties windows;
this can be accessed from the bottom left area of the interface.

To select a card, go to the Properties tab where all available sound cards will be listed
(see below). When selecting an ASIO card, it is advisable to experiment with buffer
settings, and a Driver Control Panel Select is available in this area of the Properties
window to access these features. The lower the buffer size, the faster the response.
However, when the ASIO buffer size is set too low, the audio will begin to deteriorate.
Another cause of distortion is the over-driving of the mixing function of the card itself.
MOB supplies a fader to lower the level being sent to the card.

~ ~ ~
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D. Properties Tabs

AUDIO
The Audio tab is immediately visible when the Properties button is selected.











Audio device – your computer’s available audio devices are displayed
when the Audio Device tab is selected. Here you can choose which
device will play MOB.
Sample rate – selects audio card sample rate. Standard rates are 44,100
and 48,000
Channels – select Stereo or Mono
Volume – the Volume feature interacts with the Windows Mixer, which is
opened from the tab below. Ideally, the Windows Mixer will be set at a
full volume setting and the volume number in the Volume window will be
adjusted accordingly (often a lower number than 100).
Windows mixer – the Windows mixer tab opens your computer’s Mixer,
where you can set wave, MIDI and other volumes
ASIO control panel – opens the controls for the selected ASIO driver. In
the case of ASIO4all, the panel will appear as shown below. The lower
buffer numbers will allow for more immediate response from the drum
pads. Too low a number may result in diminished sound performance.
High-quality re-sampling (available only in Mob Drums Studio) – sets the
re-sampling process to a higher performance level. MOB currently uses
the 1.09 re-sampling, allowing a variety of file types such as MP3s, and
mono and stereo waves of different sample rates.
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MIDI / SYNC
Selects and adjusts the MIDI properties of your computer, including routing MIDI
devices in and sending MIDI signal out, as well as selecting the Drum Kits from
available MIDI sources.

 MIDI input device – displays and selects which external MIDI device MOB will read. This
is useful for playing MOB sounds with external MIDI drum machines, keyboards, etc. If
you do not have an external MIDI device, don’t worry... MOB will work just fine.
 MIDI output device – this tab is slightly more important than the previous tab. Without a
MIDI output device, you will not hear the MIDI portion of the drums. If no MIDI output
device is displayed in this tab, MOB suggests a download of the Roland
0123rolandvsc3 virtual midi synth.
 Drum Kit – many MIDI devices provide assorted drum kits, such as Standard...
Power...Room, etc. This tab allows you to select from among those kits.
 Always send MIDI data – when this tab is checked, MIDI note data (drums) will be sent to
external MIDI devices...even when wave or mp3 files are being played on MOB.
 Metronome tempo – the Metronome (click) is located in the Transport area. This click will
only play when analog files are selected. The tempo of the click is adjustable in this tab.
 Metronome volume – the volume of the click can be adjusted in this tab. The click may be
too loud for a comfortable performance, and this adjustment can be important.
 Quantize - MOB comes with a unique performance feature: live timing correction
(quantizing)! This feature works as follows: the tempo of the click (Metronome) is set
to the desired tempo. Below the Metronome setting, the quantizing is often set to a
th
1/32nd or 1/64 note. If required, this can be adjusted accordingly. When the
Properties tab is closed out, and the click track is played from the transport, the best
procedure is to play in time to the best of your abilities…but push ahead of the tempo
very slightly. You’ll notice that MOB corrects your time in most cases. Note: the
quantizing will remain on, even when the click track (Metronome) is not played,
unless reset to ‘None’.
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DEVICES
Allows selection and configuration of all input-based devices attached to
your computer. The Devices tab opens with the default settings, which
enable both hand-held mice and cursors, and also allows for a third
mouse to be used as a Kick Drum mouse without rendering a cursor.

 Secondary mouse enable – Enables the second mouse, used as the
second ‘hand’ while playing MOB
 Secondary cursor visible – Displays (or hides) a second, left-hand
cursor. When this feature is not selected, the drums still light up to
display hand position.
 Enable kick device – Enables a third device to act as a kick drum.
Currently, users may place a mouse on the floor…and MOB will be
offering a KICK-PEDAL MOUSE in the future.
 Invert kick device – Some pedals and mice reverse the action of the
Kick Drum; raising the pedal triggers the rum. In these cases, this
checkbox will correct the action.
 Swap secondary mouse buttons - most users of two mice prefer to
have a mirror image between the two hands. This means that the
inside button is the inside button for both hands...and the outside
button is the outside buttons for both hands. If you prefer a
configuration where ‘left-is-left and right-is-right’, you can achieve this
configuration by un-checking the swap secondary mouse buttons box.
 Reset devices - resets the various input device tabs to the default
settings positions.
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(DEVICES, Continued)
 PC keyboard drums – when this box is checked, the drums will be
triggered by keys on the PC keyboard (letters, spacebar, etc.). The
drums will not be immediate from the keys, as they are with the mice,
once the mice are configured properly. The primary right-handed keys
are illustrated below and are located principally in the numbers pad
area.

For left-handed users, and for situations where laptops do not include
the numbers pad, many of the drums are also mapped out as follows:
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SAMPLES
Samples can be loaded individually into each drum pad by right clicking
(outside clicking) over the pad. Collections of sounds can be saved as Kits
by accessing the Devices tab and clicking on Save Kit. Once saved, the kits
can be reloaded from the Samples page from the Load Kit command.

MOB comes with three specialized kits and assorted samples. The Kits are
(1) Scratch Kit - a collection of scratch-based samples, (2) Basic Kit - a
collection of good, solid drums; and (3) MIDI Kit - clears all samples from the
interface.
MOB plays samples and MIDI-synth files simultaneously. Any time a sample
is not loaded onto a pad, that pad defaults to MIDI-synth status. This allows
for a blend of sample and MIDI sounds. (Note: MIDI recording will be
available upon release of Mob Drum Studio and is not featured in the Mob
Drums 1.0 series.
 Supported file types - Mono-Stereo waves (all sample speeds), loops,
MP3 files
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ABOUT
The About tab provides version information and other application specific data.
 View help – accesses tutorial information

VII. IMI Messaging
Input Logic Media is a subsidiary of IMI Innovations, Inc., and utilizes unique, patent-pending
technology pioneered by IMI. This includes the system-level messaging and system-level
message brokering that allows two-handed drum play to simultaneously work with a ‘mousebased’ kick drum device...and enables this application to work simultaneously with other IMI
multiple input devices...on one computer.
A new world of multi-user and multitasking applications is now available.

VIII. Future Features
Plans are in place to add MIDI recording and editing, including quantizing, to MOB. The drum
library is constantly expanding, and purchasers of the product can download the new material from
www.inputlogicmedia.com .
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NEW IN MOB DRUMS
The world of Mob Drums is evolving rapidly. All purchasers of the product are entitled to free
updates from the web link during this development phase.
Recent upgrades include the following features:
1. Mob Mixer – selecting the mixer button from the right side of the upper rack
opens a 20-channel mixer (including the master). When a drum is played with a
mouse, the fader knob associated with that drum lights up. The MIDI note
numbers are displayed for each drum on the appropriate fader. The mixer allows
quick adjustments for samples of differing volumes, and the mixer settings are
saved with each kit.

2. Kits – kits can now be saved or accessed directly from the interface. The kit’s
button is located on the left side of the upper rack.
3. Drum Files – also located on the left side of the upper rack, the Drum Files button
displays the name of each file on the drum pads. This display can be left on or
accessed briefly as a reminder.
4. MIDI Upgrades – the MIDI tab in the Properties group now includes the selection
“None”. This is useful when two applications are open and a single-client MIDI
device is being used. In this case, the “None” selection allows such a device to be
routed to the second application.
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5. Imaging – Mob now brings image customization to the live performance arena. To
load an image, right click over any pad, and select ‘load image’.

Browse to the image of choice, and select.

When the image is loaded into a pad, it will appear any time the pad is played.

Whole sets of images can be saved as image kits (“.ikt), and saved with audio
files as combined kits (*.ckt). Samples may be saved independently as sample
kits (*.kit).
Live performers may now project the image of MobDrums on their backdrop
screens and include logos, pictures of band members and crowd prompts among
many other options as par of the show.

Cc, tm, Patents Pending, 2003-2007: IMI Innovations, Inc / Input Logic Media. All Rights Reserved
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